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HIGH-SPEED OIIJENGINES FOR VEHICLES.*

By Ludwig Hau~felder.

PART I.**

Engines with External Atomization of the Fuel.

Engines with Internal Atomization of the Fuel.

If we attempt to

engines, Illewill find

Hot-Bulb Engines.

Diesel Engines.

forecast the fu~ure development of vehicle

that, aside from the very important matter

of economical production, the fuel problem is even now causing

engineers not a little trouble. It is true that we possess in

benzol (benzene) a native fuel well suited for present-day car-

buretor engines, but unfortunately, it is not available in suffi-

cient quantities to supply all the needs of vehicular traffic.

Of course there is still the possibility of making up the defic-

iency with gasoline, but this fuel is deteriorating, as is dis-.

agreeably manifested by thq detonation of the engines, the adul-

teration of+th:lubricat,ing.,o,iland the.g?.mming,ofthe valves..—-

Moreoverj it is perfectly obvious that with the tremendous in-
!1 11an amplifica-* IlschnellaufendeOelLlotorenfur Kraftfahrzeuge~

tion of a lecture delivered March 11, 1926, before.the llAutomO-
bil und Flugtechnischen Gesellsc’haft,”Berlin.
** From flDer~~otorwasgenlIIAugust 31, 1926, pP~ 557-566= “

.—— —-
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crease in motor vehicles there w:l’1be, before a great many

yea,rs,a shortage of all the fuels now in use, with a correspond-,

ing increase in prices and in operation costs’,especially for

industrial purposes.

One way to meet this danger is seen in the attempts which

have been made for some time past, to produce synthetic fuels.

Endeavors to obtain light oils from the distillation of lignite

and from the sulphur industries and other sources have not been

V~ZY successful, since these oils> as also the ones obtained bY

the “cracking” of lignite and tar, have the bad properties of

cracked gasoline in still greater degree. Likewise the synthet-

ic methyl alcohol obtained through pressure from generator gas

by the l’badiscbeAni~in- und Soda-fabrik” (Baden Anilin and

works) can not be used for fuel on account of its poisonous

ture, but may nevertheless be regarded as the forerunner of

other fuels more suitable for motor vehioles. The same may

Soda

na-

be

said of “Synthol,” a synthetic fuel produced by the “M~hlheimer

Kohlenforschungsinstitut” (M&hlheim Institute for Researches

with Coal), which is said to be usable as a light engine fuel,

as likewise the engine fuels produced according to the patents

“ofBergius* Although there recently appeared in the daily

papers, especially with regard to the+latter process, the claim

that this so-called “liquefaction of coal” would soon effect a

complete revolution in the use of coal, these hopes are proba-

bly far ahead of their fulfillment. There is not the least
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probability that such a revolution will occur in the near fUtUTe.
.,.—.

Considerable technical progres6 may, however, be made in the next

few years, especially as the above-mentioned methods have already

been found scientifically feasible= AS yet, how@er, it ~S iE~-

possible to foretell whether the new scientific knowledgeof the

chemistry of coal will ever result in the practical production of

a sufficient supply of cheap light fuel oils= “

While the chemist is thus endeavoring to produce suitable

fuels for the engines now in use, the technicist, on the other

hand, is trying to adapt the engine to the fuels now available

and especially to the fuels which have not yet come into cdmmon

use. The most important of these are the heavY oils obtained

from petroleum and the gas oils obtained by the distillation of

lignite. These gas oils are available in Germany in large quan-

tities at 70-80% lower prices than the light oils. Systematic
direction

experimentation in this/has been carried

present time there are in use in Germany

numerous vehicle oil engines, which have

on for years. At the

and in other countries

already been developed

far beyond the experimental stage and have reached a high de~ree

of perfection. Aside from the saving in the cost of fuel, in

comparison with light fuel oils, the importance of this work for

“ ‘Gemnanyresides to a much higher degree in the fact that we are

thus enabled to make a large share of our motor traffic inciepend-

ent of the importation of foreign fuels. When we consider that,

in the recent mining crisis and the consequent decrease in the
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production of benzol, the importation of gasoline in 1925 is es-

.timated at about 400,00~3tons, which bumiens the “liabilityside

of our balance of trade with about :LOO,000,090 marks, all further

discussion can be spared concerning the economical value of these

endeavors to enable the use of native fuels.

The task of producing a high-speed light vehicle engine for

heavy fuels is just as difficult as it is alluring. Aithough,

for fvmdamental and structural reasons, it is not a very simple

matter to increase the revolution speed of stationary oil en-

gines, the difficulties are rendered still greater by the severe

requirements of vehicle engines. Hence the efficiency of the

fuel is here less important, but there are other things to be

considered, such as space and weight restrictions, maximum relia-

bility, facility of attendance and minimum cost of production.

The most important requirements of a vehicle engine are, however,

perfect adjustability, ‘nighacceleration capacity and maximum

flexibility; in other words, perfect adaptability to the load.

In the development of heavy--oilvehicle engines, we can dis-

tinguish two different tendencies. One is to adapt normal ex-

plosion engines to the use of heavy oils, while the other strives

to develop avehicle engii~efrom the stationary oil engine,

whose conversion into a high-speed engine made great progress in

Germany in connection with the building of submarines. Corre-

sponding to these two tendencies, we can distinguish two main

groups of oil engines, according to whether the combustible zsix-



ture of fuel.and air ,,isproduced inside or outside of the Working

cylinder, as the group with ,internaland the one with external

atomization of the fuel. Engines of the latter type are all car-

buretor engines, whose fundamental characteristic consists in

the fact that the fuel is atomized and at least partially vapor-

ized before entering the cylinder. Thus a combustible mixture

is produced outside the cylindex, which is then ignited inside

the cylinder by an electric spark. This method, which predomi-

nates in engines using light fuels, can with certain limitations>

also be employed for heavy fuels.

Engines with External Atomization of the Fuel

The post-bellum years, with t-heirshortage of coal and ben-

!ZO1and the prohibitive prices of imported light oils due to

our disordered finances, created a demand for the adaptation of

the available gasoline and,benzol engines to the use of heavy

oils. Manufacturers readily responded to this demand and pro-

duced a large nv.mberof carburetors which, (at least, according

to the statements of the producers) were suited for the carbure-

tion of heavy fuel oils and consequently for the economical pro-

duction of power. In general, it may be stated that the diffi-
.......... ----.W.- ....
culties to b,eovercome were fide~-es’t’im’at-ed.”It is, indeed, pos-

sible, with a good spzay carburetor, to atomize the fuel suffic-

iently by mechanical means, but a great deal of heat must be ap-

plied ’in‘orderto prevent condensation in the intake pipe and

~:),,,,, ,,,,,, ..-.-..——-.
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in the cylinders. Fum%m entallyj however,,all preliminary heat-

ing of the intake””mikturs must be re~.rded as a necessary evil, .

which lowers the volumetric efficiency of the engine and, under

some conditions, causes preignition and kiiocki-ng.Moreover,

many fuels, on contact with the highly heated carburetor walls,

tend to make

of the heat.

dense on the

coke-like deposits, whic”hgreatly impai~ the effect

The disagreeable tendency of heavy oils to con-

cylinder walls necessitates an extraordinary depend-

ence on the constancy of the temperature of the latter. Hence

a low speed, small load, or low temper~~tureof t~+ecooling water,

renders heavy oils ineffective and necessitates the use of light

oils in whole or in part. The fuel ail condensed on the cylin-

der walls remains largely unburned and gets into the crankcase,

where it dilutes the lubricating oil, thereby impairing the ef-

ficiency of the latter.

Somewhat better results are obtained when the engines are

specially built for this ~~urpose,instead of converting light-

oil engines into heavy-oil engines by the subsequent installa-

tion of special carburetors. In the fo~er case, it is possible

to combat the tendency of the heavy oils to condense by giving

a suitable shape to the intake pipes by creating high air veloci-

by having hemispheric com-**e~..i.~*llein,t<Qke.,’PiP@Qan? valves~ .,,,,..,., . . ,

bustion chambers, etc., and to diminish the harmful &ffect of the

dilution of the lubricating oil.in the crankcase by using roller

bearings for the crankshaft. Fig. 1 shows such an engine, built



1

!

[

1!

[, by the Deutz Engine Ccmpany in (lberume~.,which was desio~ed espe-

~~ ..-,.,,.’.:—. ... .,.,

i
h cially for motor ~ficke and furnishes 35 KP. at 10QO R.~.l!+”The

I
mixture of fuel and air is prdLuG(?d by a special process, where-

1

‘l, by the intake air is enriched by a fine fuel vapor in a heavy-
,/,

oil carburetor and is vaporized in e.
:11

reto~t heated by the exhaust

I
~:
‘, gases. The starting, as likewise the operation under.a small
tif
!,,h

1
load, is effected by a small q’uantityof gasoline, which is auto-

!
j

I

matically added to the heavy fuel”in the right proportion. How-
f,
II ever,
~’

in spite of all the structural improvements, the power of

even the newest and best heavy-oil carburetor engines averages

about 15% less than that of light-oil engir.es,oflike size.

Their fuel consumption iS 390-4@0 grams (0.661-0.882pound) per

HP./hr., in addition to the qu.e.ntityof light oil consumed,

which depends on the frequency and duration of the idling pezi-

ods.

Many attempts’have been made to remedy th~ defects of the

carburetor engines, but with only slight success. In general,

it may be stated that the combustion Of not too heavy oils is

possible in carburetor engines with moderate economy,but that

the operation and attendance are considerably more difficult.

The observation of the thermal condition of the engine and of

‘the regu~arity of the igqition, and the regulation of the lubri-:-,-4-,.... ,. ..
cation require a skill of the attendant, which can probably be

attained in a large,strictly supervised plant, but which can

hardly be expected of ordinary attendants. In plants with long

. . ..—.—.—-.
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intervals of rest and.frequent idling periods, the expected sav-
.,, . .........,

ing in operation costs from the use of he-avyo“ilsis often ren-

dered illusory through the necessary supplemental use of light

oils.

The demand for such carburetor engines has therefore mostly

disappeared. Persons who, a short time ago, e.xpecte’dmuch of
. .

the.further development of the heavy-oil)carburetor, and ev,en
.

prophesied its general introduction in vehicle engines, have

now adopted the view that the ultimate solution of the fuel

problem for high-speed engines can only be zeached by completely

abandoning the carburetor engine and substituting a method which

allows the fuel and air”to e~ter the cylinder separately. They

base this opinion on recent experiments on the ignition temper–

atures of heavy oils, which have led them to conclude that the

complete vaporization of the numerous lyydrocarbonsboiling at

different temperatures is impossible at temperaturesbelow the

ignition point, and that the combustion,of the’’fuelvapors can

occur only under unfavorable thermal

the above-mentioned evil phenomena.

too far-reaching and believe instead

atomization outside the cylinder are

conditions, accompanied by

I consider this opinion

that even engines with fuel

perfectly capable of devel-
~pm ~nt ● ‘=Experiments.intended..toavoid the abov~rflentionedde-

fects lead to the conclusion that eitlnerthe fuel whose atomiza-

tion, due to its viscosity, is difficult with the relatively low

velocities of the air in the intake pipe, can be vaporized better

.
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in some other WaYy or that the coarsely atomized fuel can be
-... subjected to further vaporization on the hot walls of the com-

bustion chamber. Among the advocates of the latter method,

there is the Fiat Works in Turin, whose motor-truck engine for

mixed drive (with gasoline and heavy oil) has in the cylinder

head a steel bulb which is not washed by the cooling water and

is called the “hot bulb.11 This device is said to prevent the

condensation of the fuel, to protect the spark plugs from in-

c~station and to assure quick and ccmplete combustion. The oil

engine of Bellem a,ndEregeras, Paris (Fig. 2), the winner of

the first ymize in the 1918 contest in France (t’G&ie Civile,tt

Nov. 30, 1918), is based on the principle of the improvement of

the atomization. In this engine the fuel is injected into the

combustion chamber during the first part of the suction or in-

take stroke: The atomization is accomplished less by the high

pump pressure than by the action of the accompanying air which,

after the closing of the intake valve, flows into ‘thecylinder

at a high velocity through the air valve connected with the in-

jection nozzle. During the subsequent course of the intake

stroke the intake valve is opened, whereby a good combustible

mixture is formed from the fuel spray and the inflowing combus-

tion air. The compression and ignition occur as in an ordinaryv;. ..m..,-.... ,.,~ . .. ...,. . . ,.
carburetor engine. It is regulated by adjusting the piston

stroke of the fuel pump witfisimultaneous throttling of the com-
\
bustion air (“Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure,’t
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~Q2cJ, p.779). A similer principle forms the basis of the

Egers”d&rferprocess, in which the fuel is delivered by a pump to

a nozzle before the inlet valve and is atomized by compressed

air or exhaust gases. Lastly, we will mention another interest-

ing German engine,

engine the fuel is

small intake pipe,

tion, and mixed in

namely, Everbachis heavy-oil engine. In this

well atomized in a swift air current in a

which is highly heated to prevent condensa-

te right proportion, before the inlet valve,

with the combustion air drawn simultaneously through another

=--, .-. ..! .,

pApc29

All the above–mentioned methods have passed the first ex-

perimental stage and have been-in practical use fo,rsometime.

Their value will be determined by expedience. Although I do not “

think the inherent disadvantages of the explosion engine can be

fully removed by the above-mentioned improvements in the pro-

duction of the combustible mixture, the value of all these ex-

periments should not be underestimated. Since they all, without

exception, retain the principle of the explosion engine”with ex-

ternal ignition sources, such engines would be able to use even

the armnatic fuels (coal-tar oils), which can not be used di-

rectly in Diesel engines owing to their high ignition tempera-

,tur.es.It is therefore quite possible, in spite of the progress......-..—-. .......,. ,,.-,,,,.
already made in the development of high-sp”eedv’chicleDiesel en-

gines, that explosion engines will yet be used to some extent

with heavy fuels.
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While engines with external atom~zat$.onanpear as a mle

only in the form of carburetor engines, there is a perplexing

abundance of very different strut-turalforms in the engines with

internal atomization. Any accurate classification of the dif-

ferent structural forms is extremely difficult, due to the wide-

ly differing viewpoints. N&gel~s suggestion, made at the 1923

Diesel-engine session of the “Verein Deutscher Ingenieure!~

(Association of German Engineers) in Berlin, to designate as

Diesel engines all the engines in which the ignition of the in-

jected fuel is effected by,the temperature increase acc-ompany-

ing the preliminary compression of the air char@, doeg not seem

to me worthy of adoption, since the term “Diesel engine” has

for years had a very definite and much narrower meaning.

Diesel himself in 1893, under”the title ‘fTheorieund Uon-

struktion eines rationelJ.enW&rrtlemotorszum Ersatz d.er,Dampf-

maschine und der heute bekaunten l%rmemotoren,f’@ve the results

of his thermal investigations in ‘thethree well-known ‘tfunda–

mental conditions of perfect combustion.” He specifies therein

the gradual introduction of finely atomized fuel into the highly

compressed and thereby b.eatedair during a portion of the return
-,.....e.,--+-..--,-..,----%. ..“.,.-.-,,,,.“stroke (power stroke) of the pistom in such manner thatno tem-

perature increa~e of the mass of @s is caused by the actual

process of

proximate

combustion, so that the combustion

an isothem. Although the engines

curve closely ap-

subsequently de-
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veloped, with the cooperation of the Krupp Ccmpany at Essen and.... ,. .....,.,., 4,,, ...

the Augsburg Machine Works, converted these theoretical claims

into reality in only a very S1ight degree.,there still remains..

one characteristic of the original Diesel principle ,unchanged,

namely, the heating of the combustion air to so high a tempera-

ture that self-ignition of the

takes place without the aid of

Hereby it is at first entirely

injected finely atomized fuel

any additional ignition device.
‘,,

indifferent as to whether the

injection of the fuel is effectedby pump pressure by the high-,.

pressure @seous products of cmnbustion in the ignition ,chamber, -

or “hycompressed air. In’contrast with the engines functioning

on this principle, which will be designated as pure Diesel en-

gines, there are certain types of oil engines in which the igni-

tion depends less on the preliminary com.p.ressioaof the combus-

tion air than on the tempe~ature of ce~tain pcxtions of the

wall of the combustion chamber coming in contact with the fuel

jet. When, with only slight preliminary compression,the i~i-

tion is effected princip:.llyky heated sv:rfaces,such engines

can be designated, accorfiingto their principal characteristics

(namely, the constant mainienance of the cylinder heat at a high

temperature, as “hot-bulb engines.ti Between the abov~mentio,ned

e~tremes’;’f%ti~etir+’iu~c~bas’intemedia%e types, in which the

degree of preiimina~y compression is just as important for the

reliability of the ignition as the coincident

of the cylind~r head. Because of their lower

high temperature

compression ratio



/
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in comparison with pure Diesel engin~s, it is customary to d.es-

‘tmean-pressureenginw, 1’but this *ex%J which isigna.%eth=l as
e ----,...,,,

much used (es~e”cial~.yin catalogs), c~nveys ‘tiaClear idea of

,“ the nature of the engine. It is rather a matter of perso~al

preference, as to whether an engine is called a “hot-bulb” or

11medium-pressure11engine, according to the predominance of one

or the other circumstance. Since there is yet no commonly ac-

cepted nomenclature (Per-hapsthe term “Diesel engines in the

broader sense” employed by the German patent Office in its new

classification, or the ccmmon international designation of

“semi-Diesel“ will be adopted in Germany), we will use both the

above terms for all engines which can not be desi~ated as

Diesel engines in the restricted sense.

Hot-Bulb Engines

The hot-bulb engine derives its name from the manner of ig-

niting the fuel, which is injected at a medium pressure of 8-10

atm. (113--142lb./sq.in.) into a dull-glowing uncooled bulb

above the cylinder head. Due to the low compression pressure,

the rather poor cylinder scavenging in the commonly used two-

stroke cycle and the relatively coarse a.ionization,the fuel

efficiency is not very favorable. Nevertheless, the hot-bulb

.>- engine has establishditself as a stationary.engine for small

and medium powers and as a boat engine, due to a series of de-

cided advantages, which are chiefly based on its simplicity and
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strength. If it is built in the.u~al way, as a two-stroke en-

ginewith -ignitionports and crankcase injection pumps, the in-

take and ex$aust valves are eliminated and.we have an oil en-

gine which can not be surpassed in simplicity and which leaves

littze to be desired as regards care and attendance. Hot-bulb

engines of the type just mentione~ are not generally suitable

for vehicles, due to their weight, low revolution speed and lack

of adjustability. Its regulation is rdndered more difficult by

the fact that-the ignition timing is dete~ined

the time of the fuel injection,but also by the

ratio, and especially by the temperature of the

not alone by

compression

hot bulb, with-

out its being possible to keep the temperature of the latter

perfectly constant and protect it from great temperature fXi.ictti-

.ations. In order.,%o supply the,,hot,,bulb,even at idling speed,,.., *,.,:..,’ .- , ...,..!., ,;..~,

with sufficient’heat to produce ignition, use is either made
-. ...-.,..:... .. ..

‘Of”’i-:lOWsp@”’~’~o>zl~with & s~ll~~-’sp’rayin~~“one-;’””whi-:~’”~s“““
,,

supplied b~ a%p&ciai”’&el @@, or’’’tbe:”:fkel”isi~njne’c’t~t~’-‘into-”””

~fi;e’hot;bulb’’’e{eh’-h’’efbre’the::”pis’kge”of”’the’”~iktofithr&ti”%he

~ower k:~’~c&te~ (’hen~edurifigt-he”&ylinde~’scaverigitig)”~‘“”Here

‘a’;”sm”~ll””po~t~o~of-the fu~l is bufi~d’y”’ ‘“‘correspondingto:-t~e”:’-”

s“rna~’~’bbunt‘of’”ox$gdn’in”‘t”h’e:tiot-’buiti,.‘t’hereby:f~kishin;g””’%he

la%’ter”with-’the”Niequiiite’&Ourit”-o#fi&tO’’:-In”’al~ca~eg,~ow_..‘“-,,, --------. . .. .. ......... ...,,,...........-,
&V&r’~& n0t`-i~c6nsi&era~zb-p-Oi+ion"10f;:;-+h~:"`~&&l'`'@St'-be u&& to.

maintain the heat-of the hot”’bulbat low speed, which .explains

the high fuel eonstiption of’all “hot-%’lb”‘engines’at-half-load
. ., ..-.

.,, . ,“,..... ..,. .. .“,.’. -.
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. .. . . .. 3-VUspeed. A hot-bu~b engine is just as sensitive when

overloaded as it is at low speed. If the temperature of the
,,.,,,... , ,.,. ,.
hot bulb rises to 650-700°0 (1202-Z292°E’)$the combustion dete2-

io~a.tes,with the evolution of smoke and soot, and the power

rapidly decreases. According to Sass (l’Z,d.V.d.I.~’1923, p.832),

it must be assumed that at this temperature a pyrogenic decompo-

sition of the fuel ‘akes place. Hydrogen is given off, carbon

is deposited and C and CO appear in the exhaust. It is es-

pecially difficult in polycylinder engines to so adjust the tem-

perature of the individual hot bulbs as to avoid excessive

stressing of a cylinder.

The great weight and the low revolution speed are not fun-

damental characteristics of this engine, but are due rather to

its process of development. As already mentioned, the hot-bulb

engine was always a nonsensitive simple engine for heavy use.

No especial emphasis, therefore, was generallylaid on very fine

atomization, since this would h6,venecessitated a complex and

expensive system of fuel pump and nozzles. Very fine atomiza-

tion would, however, increase the revolution speed and diminish

the excess of air, thereby rendering it possible to reduce the

weight of the engine. ‘The hot-bulb engine canbe used for vehi-

cles only when a certain weight of adhesion is necessary, as,

for example, -insmalllocom-otives,agricultural tractors, etc.,

and where less importance is attached to good adjustability and

small fuel consumption than to simplicity of attendance at a

. ...—-—-—
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modexate initial cost. It has been successfa”l’iyemployed in

-,. . Russia on agricultural tractors. Accnrding t‘)the Ru.ssian pro-

gram, the ~roduction of about 3000 tractors pwr yea~ is contem-
;,

plated, which will pxobably all be equipped with hot-bulb and

medium-pressure engines (UWirtschaftsmotor,ll1925, No* 1, P.2}.

Fig. 3 Shows the 25 HP. hot-bulb engine of the %olomenetz NItl

tractor built at the Kolomensky Works in Moscow, which, due to

its simple and nonsensitive nature, is especially suited to

Russian needs.

A well-known German tractor is equipped with the hot-bulb.

engine ‘lBulldog,flmade by the Lanz Company, in Mannheim (Fig. 4).

It is a horizontal single-cylinder engine of about 12 HP. at

n = ab~t 400 R.P.M. It is based on the principle that the

spray cone, produced by a fuel nozzle yet to be described, -S

a smaller surface area at idling speed and consequently, keeps

the hot bulb hot enough even during protracted idling periods.

There has been.no lack of attanpts to develop the hot-bulb

engine into a high-speed engine,and such engines have frequently
,,

been described in technical publications. In one case (Lastauto,

1924, No. 16, P.42) the (anonymous) writer claims that the hot-

bulb engine would make the best high-speed engine, because the

injected fuel is first changed into the gaseous form in the hot“. ....

bulb and requires only a relatively small excess of air for com-

plete combustion. Moreover, the combustion of the fuel-air mix-*

ture is said to proceed much faster than in a Diesel engine,



,.
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thus enabling the attainment of considerably higher revolution
.. ,, .,,

speeds. This assumption is based’on an er~onso~k p“rc+misejb-

cause in normal hot-bulb engines, whose ‘hot-bulbtw’rp~~atu?’e

seldornexceeds 400°C (752°F) in the short avaiiable ti~. e (about

0.01 second), there is no vaporization of the fuel, but the lat-

ter”burns in the pure liquid form. On the other hand, it is,

of course, perfectly true that the necessary condition for the

attainment of a high revolution speed and small weight is ful-

filled when a homogeneous mixture of fuel vapor and air can be

quickly burned with a very small excess of air. An engine

which meets these requirements to some degree is the crude-

oil engine of the Brevetti Bagnulo Company in Rome (Fig. 5),

concerning which I made a report in ltWirtschaftsmotor,’l1924,

NO. Z, P.1, and llZ.d.V.d.l,l’1924, p.449. The Bagnulo is a high-

speed four-stroke-cycle explosion engine with hot-bulb ignition,

characterized by the fact that the fuel is,not injected by pump

pressure (Fig. 6), but is introduced into the hot bulb during

the intake or suction stroke. The fuel therefore has, during

the intake stroke and the succeeding compression stroke, suffi-

cient time to be vaporized by the walls of the hot bulb and

burns from self-ignition with a great increase in pressure, as
i,.

soon aw%h’e=p-ts-tonreaches-the uppe~ dead c.fxxte.r.The fuels

which is drawn with a small quantity of air into the hot bulb

on the side of the cylinder by the ne~tive pressure of the SUC-.

tion stroke, keeps the hot bulb sufficiently hot by partial com-
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b’~stion even at low speed. The Bagnulo engine already means con-...... .-.,...... .—,... ,, ,,.
siderable progress in the fi~ld of I@i-speed oil engines, since,

as a 50 HP. engine with a revolution speed of n = about %200,

an average fuel consumption of only about 230 g (0.507 lb.) and

5 HP. per liter (6z cu.in.) of stroke volume, it has a weight of

only 300 kg (66I.lb.), OT 6 kg (13-2 lb.) per WC It must be

considered as a disadvantage that the ignition process is uncon-

trolled and that the ignition timing depends on the temperature

of the hot bulb wfierebythe combustion is often retarded at high

revolution speeds. The trials have, however, shown a much bet-

ter regulatability than in normal hot–bulb engines, a circum–

stance which may be ascribable to the high ignition speed pro-

duced by the great turbulence of the contents of the hot bulb

and by the “nighspeed

ing channel. We have

of late. It seems as

of the gases passing through the connect-

heard but little from the Bagnulo engine

though the company

the development of this promising engine

technical difficulties.

had been hindered in

more by financial than

The last’one to be mentioned in this connection is ‘the

heavy-oil Peuge-ot-Tatraisengine (Fig. 6). This engine, equipped

with an uncooled hot bulb, employs, for obtaining high combus-

‘=’”’””“%iofispeedsyesse-ntially the,.s~_emethod,yhich we will later

‘earn ‘0 be suitabFk!i.F:s~apy”y: “fine‘torniza-
tion of the fuel and conhb&l@@@@l+~very of the combustion air.

‘~efileSr~t~oe~&@&theThe conditions ‘or gr%imttial ~eronauticfil

Laboratory
I ...

II ■ l-l- .-. -I m I m,mm-m —* 8,,8,,8..—. 8. ,8 8 8.

combustion air, and
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peculiar shape of the latter. The Peugeot dngih~ has a“ls’>given

a mood account of itself in extended experimental.trips in a.7

Paris autobus. The small weight of 250 kg (553 lb.) of the 50

HP. two-cylinder,two-stroke-cycle engine and the relatively high

revolution speed of n = 1250 are worthy of note. The grounds,

which led to the institution of further experiments‘withthis

‘apparentlypromising engine, have not been announced. 0stensi-

bly certain defects in the individual engine parts, especially

in the scavenge pump ?,ndin the location of the exhaust ports

were to be remedied, but the assumption seew.srather to be just-

ified that the difficulties of accurate adjustment and good

idling, inherent in the hot–bulb igflitionmethod, made it appear

inadvisable to attempt to solve the problem in the way originally

pursued.* .

The fact that all hot-bulb engines require a preliminary
●

heating of the hot bulb for the purpose of starting, is indeed

no agreeable circumstance for motor-vehicle traffic, but on the

> * Quite recentl.y b~;’ththe Ila.gyluloand the Peugeot engines have
experienc”@O-’W~Ts5ta.ntialiwpmvemeuts, .snmeof a,.,strucwral and
some of a fundamcsr.ta’lratuyc. Since most of the inforiiationdid
not become acc~ssl’tileJ.(,:;me un.ti-.l.p*f.Gorthe setting up of the
present art~cie, i W’J.2”tCO1’LteIl~11’i~S6~.f with publishing”a special
article on the”seengines in a subsequent nrm?berof ‘*DerMoior-
wagen.‘t The Author. .

m -...—. .—.—. , ,,, ,.
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8%
>. O,tb.e:’,hand it constitutes no insuperable obstacle to the use of.,....

hct-bulb engines. +4sa nea.nsof reducing the time (of abmt ten

minuies) consumed.in heat:.ngthe hot bulb with gasoline or oil

‘lMox1lstarting cartridges can be used.lamps, the well-kno~

These contain a mixture of powcleredaluminum and iron oxide and

develop a temperature of 3000°C (5432°F) in a few seconds. When

introduced into a hot bulb specially designed for this purpose,

they can produce the requisite ignition temperature in 1.5 to

2 minutes. Electric heating dev~ces can also be used in the com-

bustion chambers, especiaI.lyof medium-pressure engines which

already generate a higher compression heat but, after ignition

has set in, any such devices must be removed from the harmfu~

heating effects of the ‘combustiongases.

Diesel Engines

While the a“oove--meiltionedengines with internal atomization

are only conditionally suited for motor vehicles, theDiesel en-
.

gine has satisfactozi2.y&wnonstrated its availability in riumer-

ous long trial trips. It is not’at all strange that the devel-

opment of the Diesel engine has been pushed the most by the int-

erested .compantes?since it is doubtless the most perfect heat
L.. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

engine. There “isn~:ihingto besmtd on the.Diesel,principle,

as such, since this ~“sgenerally known, but there appears to be

need, however, of subjecting the injection and combustion proc-

esses to closer inspection.
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It is knmn that the formation of the uiixture and the com-

must be eonvem ed into an inf‘lammable mixture with the combus-

. tivi air in an extremely short space of time. We have no per-

fect knowledge of the combustion process, especially because

the ~ifferent phases overlap one another in point of time, which

makes it extremely difficult to determine them experimentally.,

The formerly prevalent theory that the combustion process con-

sists of three more or less distinct stages (namely!,lst, vapor-

ization and gasification of the fuel; 2d, ignition; and 3d,

combustion), has been generally abandoned. It appears instead

to be more probable that no gasification of the fuel, in the

sense of thermal disintegration, occurs before ignition, since

the ignition temperature is too low and the available time is

t00 short. We know but little, even regarding the actual com-

bustion. The chemical cw:lbustionof the fuel passes through a

large number of intermediate stages, in which the aliphatic and

aromatic fuels diffe~ considerably. While the aliphatic hyd~o-,

carbo-nsbreak up at once into small quickly combustible gas mol-

ecules, the aromatic oils tend %0 burn with the evolution of

much soot. Moxeover, since the latter, due to their high igni-
a-_->.. . .. ,..:...—.*<*..Wa

tion temperatures,’’”are “rende~ed%inflammable only by the prelimi-

nary use of a light oil, they are entirely eliminated (at least

for the present) for the purposes of high-speed engines. But
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even with slip’haticfuels, rapid ignition is abso”lutel-ynecessa~y

“ sepamtion of carbon. I wiil Sptie<klater in d.e~ailof the means

foT mleetiflgtt!isX’equlre!-i;e.l:lt. It is CC3Zidin that the stationary,,

Diesel engine has given no cause for complaint in this respect.

It owes the advania.w of iis go’xicombusti~n to the high,corflpres-

sion temperatu”yeand abcve all to the injection air, wh”iehaccel-

erates the fuel in the nozzle when the neeiUievalve is opened

and, “byovercoming the derel.cpedresistances, distributes this

fuel quickly and VIgomusly throughout the conibustion chamber.

This violently injected air jc?t,permeated with vezy small fuel

drops, sets tl!.eair content of the cylinder in lively vo~tical

motion and thus prcduces a,very intimate mixture, This has the

disadvantage, however, of a local cooling, which is produced by

the introduction of the ‘cold injecti.onair into the compressed

air in the cylinde~. Attempts to heat the injection air in ad-

vance have not been veyy successful since, especially at high

temperatures, there is ?lways danger of ignition in the nozzle.

Like ill success “hasi~~t.all endeavors to utilize hot air or

combustion gases, T~L~Ch‘R&reproduced in a Separated portion of

the cylinder head, fo~ atomizing the fuel (Trinkler, Haselwan-

der). In all cases the ou,t.l;tvalves, pump pistons, etc., which
..

were required fo~ this purpose and which, moreover, were highly.,

stressed by the heat (due to incrustationby combustion resi-

dues), soon caused disturbances, so that these devices have now.

been entirely abandoned.

. ..—.-——
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Iri‘lDerMotorwagentffor 1923, p. 389, &tiher gave a detailed

the combustion process and Calcuiate’1,on ‘:hebasis

ature entropy diagram, that the the.oretical themal

of ‘an engine with airless injection is 4.6% greater

an engine with air injection. Similar results have

by bther calculation methods ingood agreement with

actually established for airless-injection engines.

of the temper-

efficiency

t.tint’hatof

been obtained

the values

,Aside, however, from these more theoretical thermal consid-

erations> Practical rewi=men~s have ~ncrea$ingly promoted the

endeavor to

sor for the

appreciable

‘alwaysbeen

dispense with aiz injection. Although the compres-

injection air has been improved so as to avoid any

disturbance in the functioning of the engine, it has

regarded as a necessary evil which required a certain

amount of attention-and which not inconsiderably increased the

cost of the engine. Moreover, the energy expenditure for the ,

compressor amounts to 7-8? of the effective horsepower, even

after making allowance for the

sion of the air in the working

reqUiTed for the compressor to

portion regained from the expan-

cylinder. The ratio of the power

the total power of the engine is

much greater for a small “engine. It is not strange therefore

that the incentive to the development of the airless-injection
,.’,...,.,...... ,,

type sprang from the endeavor to produce ‘simple’””reliable&ngines

of low and medium power.

The-elimination of the compressor is much more important for
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vehicle engines than for stationary engines. If one visualizes
,,., . . . .,,.,,,,

a nitil.tistagecompressor, with the rnechanistifor cooling the ai~

after each stage, and with the many necessary pipes, valves,

air receivers, oil separators, etc., he will come to the conclu-

sion that such a complex mechanism is not consistent with the

maximum simplicity”andminimum cost of pro&ction desired for

modem vehicle engines. This consideration is not affected b.y

the fact that the unquestionably existing difficulties of air-

less injection have led certai,nfirms to build even high-speed

vehicle engines with air injection. The Daimler Company of

Marienfelde, on the occasion of the 1923 Berlin Automobile show,

exhibited a motor truck equipped with an air-injection Diesel

engine concerning which, however, no subsequent reports have

been forthcoming. The best-known example is the Diesel vehicle

engine of the Maybach Engine Company, Friedrichshafen (Fig. 7),,

which was exhibited at the 1924 Railroad Exposition in Seddin

and which has since been described at different times’(Glasers

Annalen,.1924, p.224)‘ This ‘six-cylinderengine, designed espe-

cially for boats and railroad motor cars, furnishes 120-130 ~=

at “n = about 1300 R*P.h!m, and weighs about 1200 kg (2645 lb-).

The thrk&stage compressor is attached directly to the free end

~ --Of-Y-hec-~a-n-k.sha-fwt.and.i~~sa-n..aut.orna.ticthrottle valve, which

~regulatesthe injection pressure according to the revolution

speed. The engine is started by means of compressed air. ‘The

crankshaft and snail end of the.cotiecting rods have.roller
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bearings. The fact that a firm of the reputation of the l.h;~bach

- . . . .. ,--, ,-. ).,-.’,,, ,-, .,.:

Cotilpanystl~l”ietains air ih.jection,has occasioned general sur-!’,,

priset all the more because of the present tendency of special–,,-,
r.,., ists to deny the Tight of existence to a,ir-injectionengines

(at least for small and”medium powers). ~he builders have there-

,,foreconsidered it necessary to publish their reasons for the,,.,

retention of air “injectionin a“treatise ‘f-Whynot Cornpressorless?~
,,

,in which they speak as follows:
:.
,! ‘[Ifit is desired to bui”lda really us~ful vehicle engine,

tilepresent type of low-speed Diesel engine must be abandoned

and the maximum utilization of space and weight be sought.

Moreover, such an engine, like the modern automobile engine;

must possess an extreme~y great flexib~J.i-Eyand i~ustbe able to

work “weI1-and economically at various ioads and revolution

speeds. A high starting torque is also very desirable for land

vehicles. Very special methwis must be adGpted, however, in

order to meet these r~qu~.r~mdrl~~. Akove all things it is per-
–,

fec%i.yobvious that the zequisiie fle~~biiity for a good”vehicle

quantities of fuel and inject’lonair< .To comp~ehend the impos-,,,

sibility of obtaining ~’hitiflex:billty t-nroughthe regulation
t;..!

of t,h.e.fuel del$v.e~~..alan!~~** ......,,.-.’.,., i% is.onk.y.,necessary to remember

the extremely small quantity of fuel used for each injection in

such a.high-speed ?nulticy?-inderengi-ne. The satisfactory aton-

iza%ion of such a small quantity of tiel requires an injection
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pressure of several

such ‘“small’diameter

hundred atmospheres and nozzle openings of

as t~ tender.obvious the difficulties of

drilling these holes and “ofkeeping them free during continuous

operation. This has also been confirmed experimentally. Thus

one was led logically to the employment of the air-injection

method- This enables the good regulatability which distinguishes

the high-speed crude-oil”engine built by the Maybach Engine Com-

pany, in Friedrichshafen. There is no doubt but that high-speed

Diesel engines will yet be successfully built on the airless-

injection principle. It is doubtful, however, as to whether

they can be regulated so well.

‘tThecompressor can doubtless be built so as to be perfectly

reliable. Care must only be taken to render it easily control-

lable. Coaling of the compressed combustion air need not be ‘

feared if the injection valves

has, indeed, been demonstrated

with such high-speed engines.

are suitably constructed, which

by many years of experimenting

l’Withfull appreciation of the arguments set forth by theL

advocates of the airless-injectionmethod, we chose the air-

injection method for the above-mentioned high-speed crude-oil

engine and thus produced an engine which, due to its compactness

.,., anii.,exce.l,lentcm.trollability, is able to replace advantageously..e.,.+.,,.... ,,...... ...>..
the gasoline engine hitherto used?”

,,.

We take cognizance, with interest, of the above r~soning

and acknowledge the cogency of some of the ar=wments, but can
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(,
;f

not get rid of the impression that the fe~rs ex~ressed regardinghll.,..... ... .,,. ,,. ,-.,.,.}.
[>,!, the controllabi“lity and’‘flexibilityof cxxp]essozless engines

~’ are considerably overdrawn. Difficu;L1.iesf’ ir.this dtmmctinn
.I~.,,

doubtless exist. They are not, howevex, as will.subsequentlybe ~

more fully explained, of such a fundamental nature that they can

not soon be overcome ,iftheyhave not been already. I will im-

prove this opportunity to call attention to the fact that, in

spite of the obvious advantages of the compressorless engine, I

am often surprised by opinions to the contrary. Thus it is often

claimed by opponents of the airless-injection method, that the

essential characteristic of the Diesel process is the completion

of the combustionunder approximately constant pressure, and that

the indicator diagrams of the compressorless engine, with the

sharp points peculiar to explosion engines~ are irreconcilable

with the Diesel principle and must be regarded.as absolutely ex-

,, eluding the airless-injection engine from the Diesel type. En-,.
$
,, tirely apart from the fact that an indicator diagram is not andY,.
L

f

never can be an object in.itself, such a diagram point does not

#
i\ necessarily indicate any disadvantage for the combustion process.
$
!,

1!! According to Neumann!~ experiments (Z.d.V~d.I., 1923, p.755),t
p:
ih the formation of the point in the indicator diagram of airles”s-
&%,
Y ‘.‘“injectionengines,
1,

with a suffj.cientl_yhigh’temperature just be-...=.,.., ,,. .
pf fore ignition, indicates a high combustion speed, which can OnlY

be advantageous for the efficient utilization of the fuel, as also

‘j for the obtention of high.revolution speeds. How little, more-

1

:\ .,

!!
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L?-. over, the f,onvof.the combus%ibn line hs to do with the Diesel,,..,. ,,.

principle, is shown by the fact that Diesel himself originally

~egarded an isotherm as the combustion line, while in reality

the indicator diagram of a normal Diesel now shows no trace of

such a combustion curve. The retention of one or the other com–

bustion cuzve is determined simply by practical expediency, and

not by unconditional agreement with the theory.

In returning to the development of the compressorless or

airless–injection engine, let it be noted that Diesel was al-

ready occupied with the question of airless injection, but lost

sight of it when he succeeded in injecting the fuel with highly
.

compressed air. Subsequent attempts to burn heavy oils by air-

less injection into the compression chamber failed at first, be-

cause neither satisfactory atomization nor combustion could he

obtained. Above all, however, there lacked the rapid and vio-

lent circulation of the cylinder contents which would bring the

required quantity of air to.the seat of combustion. It was only

after comprehensive experiments had furnished us more informa-

tion on the behavior of oil drops atomized simply by pump pres-

sure, that we were able to apply the acquired information to

the development of the
h -m-... ,,

,. It was end~avored

possible number of’the

fuel molecule would be

compressorless Diesel engine.
,.
to split”up the’’fuelinto -thelargest

smallest possible drops, so that each

brought immediately into the closest pos-

sible proximity with the oxygen required for its combustion.

~1111~~ ■ mmmmlmnmmmnl Inn
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Two methods are now available

NO. 39? 29

for meeting thifirequirement.
c-,

‘They are not ‘always’employed in practice in clearly defined form,

but are often combined so thay can not be easily disti.n~iqhed.

They are: 1st, the mechanical-injection method; and 2d, the

igni.tien-charnbermethod.

The mechanical--injectionmethod was first employed in en-

gines with auxiliary compression (which very quickly fell into

disrepute), in which the injection air was generated by partial

compression in a stepped portion of the combustion chamber. In-

stead of utilizing the increased air pressure thus produced for

the Deutz Engine Company succeeded, inindirect atomization,

1911, in utilizing the strong air turbulence produced by the com-

pression for the direct atomization and distribution of the fuel

(2.d.V.d.I, 1923, p. 781). These engines, which are called dis-

placer engines from their distin~ishing characteristic~ the

conicai displacer head of the working piston, have a stepped com-

bustion chamber, i.e., the cylinder proper is connected with a .

cylindrical valve.chamber by a moderately restricted neck (Fig.

8). Toward the end of the compression stroke the displacer pis-

ton head constricts the opening between the two steps and pro-

duces a violent air flow through tl$eannular opening thus formed

&c!3 :.... he.twe.en~h~ piston head and the neck of the passage. The rather,.,,

coarsely atomized fuel, injected under moderate pump pressure

in the form of a cone, meets this turbulent air flow and is fur-

ther atomized and distributed throughout the whole mass of the
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ccw’ou~tionsit. Acco2ding to the researches of K~ Schmidt,

(Z.d,V.d.1, 1923, p.11.25)the ‘kineticene~gy of the air flow be-
.>.. .. ,,..,,.,.,,

t~~eenthe stepped colnbustionc“nambers-at”h&Ins“itslllaximUlllat

about 23° befoze the inner,dead center. The nressure cu.~vethen

falls very rapidly in a concave slope, passes through zero at

the dead center and then becomes negative. Since the best fuel

distribution shcmld coincide with the maximum air tu~bulence,

the beginning and dUTation of the injection is determined by

the most favorable piston position~ Although no change in the

beginning”of the injccti.onis generally necessary for stationary

engines, it may be desirable for certair~operating conditions.

With the abandonment of any special fo~l of air turbulence,

the ibmition can be timed independenii]yof the position of the

piston in engines with pure mechanical injsctio~. The first

utilizable engines with mechanical injectior were made at about

the same time as the above-meniiened Jleutzdisplacer engine and

acccrding to the’patents of MT. McKechnie. They were made by

the ~~ickers~oqpany, Ltd., which, du~ing the war, furnished

r?anyengines for subma~ines and torpedo-boat destroyers in

the English Navy’(*tEnginee~ing,~l191S, Z, p. 264). The fuel is

injected into the unclha,n~edcombustion chamber of the normal

Diesel engine at pressures between 300 arid500 atmospheres. The

iza- pump does not wo~k directly on the nozzle,.but,,op.an acc~ulator
\

consisting of a piece of e“lastictubing, which can receive the

fuel charge for one injection. The nozzle is regulated by a

needle valve. The necessity of working, in this type of engine,
i;
i
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with extremely high pump pressures, 1ed in GerMany to the endeav-

or to dispense with the principle of airless injection and to->...,. ., ,.,,., ~ .,
effect the injection in some other““~miy.’‘ The p~essare generated by

the partial combustion of a small quantity of fuel in a c’harnber

located before the working cylinder, was found suitable for this

purpose. If we disrega~ the older types (by Brons, Hvid, Vogel,

etc.), which have found qo general application, nearly all of

‘fwork on the same principle.these ‘Iignition-chamberengines T“he

fuel is injected, at a medium pump pressure of”70-150 atm. short-

ly before the upper dead center, into the ignition chamber, in

Which, however, only a very small portion of it is burned (cor-

responding to the small quantity of oxygen present). The combus-

tion pressure, which cam not be immediately equalized through

the relatively small vassage between the ignition chamber and

the cylinder, increases to a certain magnitude and pzoduces, iii

the connecting passage, a swift flow, which forces the remaining

fuel frointhe ignition chamber into the cylinder and atomizes

it sufficiently. ~his method therefore divides the injection...

and combustion processes into two overlapping stages as shown

by the offset indicator diagrams taken simultaneously in the ig-

nition chifiber~nd cylinder (Fig. 9). The walls of the ignition

chamber may be cooled or not, according to the structural consid-
Em.

era,”tionsof the- cylinder cov,er. ,Thssemalls have a certain in-,,.,

direct effect on the ignition and combustion through their reac-

tion on the compression temperature, though not in the same way

as the walls of a hot bulb. In engines with a cooled ignition
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,, nozzle (Fig. 10) between the,i~ition c’iw,mberand cyliader plays

an important role, not, howevex, on .aLcountof the combustion

process, but because t.>o“nota nozzle burns and too cold a nozzle

b~COm~S fouled by the fuel Zesidues. Its temperature must there-

fore be kept between these limits,’namely, a bright red @ow on

the one hand and the boiling point of the fuel (about 200°0 =

392°F) on the other hand (11Scliiffbti~.l’?-925,p.,397). The igni-

tion-chamber engines have thoroug?ll.ydemonstrated their utility

as stationary engines. They work vlth compressions of 32-40 kg/

cm~ (455-569 lb./sq.in.), but require in starting, for the in-

ceptiofiof the ‘ignition,some additional source of heat (usually

cartridges of glowing punk made of pape~ soaked with saltpeter).
\

The reason for this,,,resides in the fact that, for sureness of

ignition, the ignition-chanber engine can not dispense with the

heat of the ignition-elmamberwalls, which must first be heated

Independently of the develapnent of ignition-chamber engines,

jection, .especial’lyby i.he~f7’.L’bz :in~ine~ompiny and the Augsbuzg

Zngine Company. (To be fc”llowed.by Parts 11 end 111.)

@m. ---- . . .. -

Translation by Dmi@lt X. Hinexj “’ “’-m’”““”‘“ - “
Na.tionCa.lAdvisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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‘P9n8eot-Tatr918 heavy-oil engo ‘Fig.8 Dentz displacer i)ieselengine. : tion-chamber engine.
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